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Entry Information
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NOM Information
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LOM Information
Local Organization:
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JCI Tokyo
Keisuke Sugawara
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Basic Information
Duration : August 22, 2013
Staff : 241member
Orchestra MST26, heart full image, Meiji University support, other, 53
Sponsors :
people, the National Council
Budget : 23150$
Profit / Loss : 0
In which UN MDG best
Achieve universal primary education
fit (if apply): ?:
The parents, educators, government officials, about 100 million university
Who is benefited ?:
students and children will lead the next generation.
Objective : In order to increase the (trust of the heart) whereabouts of the children
transform their consciousness to understand the importance of having to
face seriously (vertical relationships) will allow partner and children and
parents (human horizontal relationship) adult with each other.
Overview : 1.Live picture book: two high school who sent a painful girlhood to
encounter teasing actually is, read digital picture book of about 20 minutes
along with the orchestra. Working people of the two people with
experience became muffled pull to encounter bullying 2.boyhood (general)
will be speaking at the what to do to live now and I think at the time. 3.Mr.
Matsui sum will be speaking at the impact on the children who grew up in
the adult society of current offers. 4.Have the selection from the slogan
gathered in the high school students with the painful experience of
recruiting teasing slogan from JCI · Japan JC and general, had a teasing
actually, Recommendations and society slogan.
Results : About 1: percentage gained sympathy for the live picture book is about
80% of the participants . That I received from the two impressions of the
remaining 20% , and that did not feel anything was the unexpected . We
need content scrutiny further future towards the teaching materials .
Participants of about 80% , were able to experience realistic in the story of
their childhood \" and light ( hope ) darkness ( despair )\" on : About 2.It
was unexpected was able to have a strong message to the large people at
that time a strong message to those who bullied them from them . We got
a good response effective than expected for the purpose . Lecture of Mr.
Matsui sum , impacted enough to change the consciousness of all
participants , make a positive social change : About 3.This is the result of
expected . It was convinced of the importance and the need to continue to
propagate the contents of this in the future . The transmission as a social
slogan is \"adult such pretend - not - seen bully \" About 4.That it was
recognized that there was a questionnaire reply of more than 50 from the
JCI, and he is interested in the problem of bullying in Japan was
unexpected . How to check : 8 monthly meeting questionnaire.
Actions Taken : [Live picture book] is here, and the narrator with experience to expand the
original picture book of 20-minute full-length with a large screen, suffered a
deep wound to the heart to encounter bullying In fact, the raw it is threedimensional impression by the orchestra and piano string In the co-star of
the performance, appeal to sense something \"What is bullying\" and
\"life\" in full use, such as voice full of emotion out of the song, story or
experience, the space of the venue. Also, in the ending of the live picture
book, then the image of a figure full of bright future as the tip of the picture
book content. Running video of live painting and children parent-child The
actual sing theme song [original theme song] singer is on stage, was
recorded in advance to enjoy the innocence, the darkness of the mind of
the children in the video and voice and sound who directed effectively
emotional expressions of (love) shine overflowing confidence in the
(bullying). The working people of the two who returned to work through
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and experience pain in many met with bullying actually [think of the young
men, it is itself when the emotion to the surroundings and the weakness of
its own when you have been bullied, and rehabilitation I thought the point
of view to convey to society and children (25 minutes), and possible future
after hearing the real intention and emotion, to the environment and the
strength of the (child-tease child to be bullied) (50 minutes), from the case
of the world listening to the lecture of \"impact on the grow of children adult
society of current results\" that Matsui, who was listening to the thoughts of
young men of destination [lecture Matsui sum Mr.] is sound the alarm We
take as realize the actual situation, such as bullying and child-rearing
situation is heading in the direction of Japan today should not toward, was
re-recognized the importance of adults with each other, parents and
children face seriously. And, much-most interest from the pre-survey, I had
an answer comparison of bullying situation of Japan and bullying situation
in the world. Also, after listening to the lecture of Matsui\'s, and that it hit
the impressions in real intention for that content, social people who said in
an think of young men has enhanced the credibility of the lecture.
Recommendations : In the live picture book , it has been able to express the sense such as are
real experience both sides of love and loneliness , to deliver an impression
with a sense of reality a three-dimensional appeal to emotion in live music
Piano and Strings . In addition , it was possible to have you experience the
courage to come out in front of the masses and the realization of the
feeling that on stage and narrator to students of Yoyogi High School . In
the thoughts of young men , told and I think you are going to live and in
which even suffer from various problems in psychological state lonely
spicy , that you have the power to try to overcome it , to the people of
visitors it has been able to complain that it\'s a problem that is in reality . In
the lecture , power to imagine thinking the other party by foster facing and
what it means teacher husband and wife , between parents , parents and
the whole area become close , and immature infants of words , even if an
adult is nurtured , it is the first step in to face seriously allow opponent , it
was possible to have you noticed that \'s how bullying stops.
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1

Award Category criteria

That the (vertical relationships) is, so seriously and
allow the other party and children and parents (human
horizontal relationship) between adults.
Meets the plan from the point of view of education that
ensure human resources will lead the next generations.
It was possible to execute properly within budget.
In order to overcome the negative effects of human
relations consisting of a dilution of analog dialogue
dilution of local community and the nuclear family of
Japan, in the IT revolution now, lectures real
experience team of bullying experience and live
picture book, Mr. Matsui sum I was able to bring a
change of mind can imagine, such as the position of
the other party through. Further, it was possible
through bullying compared with the world, to raise the
awareness of the practice more. And, live picture book
has been promoted as production continuing operations
so that the tool can support and transmit to the bullying
of the world today.
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2

Award Category criteria

53members
45%
Be regarded as a story of reality that is familiar
bullying increasing problem and vicious more and
more of Japan now, it is outgoing, exercise and
practice medium toward a resolution to understand the
problem of holding the cause of bullying.
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Award Category criteria

Ability to not miss the heart of the opponent. Ability to
not run away from confrontation with the other
seriously. Ability to give the impression to the other
party.
Education and welfare services in Japan are reviewed,
children who received a lot of love can be run around
in the scope of activities of trust, between children also
will not cause a vicious bullying.
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Award Category criteria

First, "adult each other leads, and that the bullying
problem solved when you can have from real
experience stories and digital picture book awareness
of the bullying problem in people who do not have
experience of bullying, and then, to know the hearts of
the children of modern from there the mutual spun of
human relationships between children who saw the
connection is to make friends, adults who would "learn
to see each other appearance of the children, but it is
the community it should be, social change most
effective to stop the bullying that you will know that it
is a means, it is recommended.
Participants of more than 90% were able to be received
and understand the cause and bullying problem from
the questionnaire.
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Award Category criteria

During the live picture book, real experience stories,
lectures, through penetration, etc. to local social
slogans, participants to propagate the cause and
bullying, many children throughout Japan and also feel
a sense of self-affirmation by it by adult get our face
the their childhood, it becomes like to talk also
children of modern suicide by bullying stops future.
It was realized that once again it is not possible to get
to experience only some people in the business once
place. Therefore, the widely distributed child welfare
field and the field of education in the home, etc. and on
DVD media and live picture book image, and at the
same time going to increase the more complete it while
extracting your impressions of the audience, at any
time live action from HP, etc. We will fix a system that
is at the request of, to increase the performance
experience live work and activities with introduction of
the lecture as part of the regional activities. Then, go
spread that you say in order to widely distributed at the
same time talk, to stop the bullying, confrontation
seriously parent and child or adult with each other to
allow the other party\'s most important, depending on
the object of live activities I do also request for
speaking of Mr. Matsui sum. In addition, continue to
recommendations as a social slogan to Tokyo, which
was announced in the meeting to verify with the
person who owes a deep wound to the heart in
response to bullying.
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